Dear Chairmen

Public Safety driving is currently operated by Police Chief Stitt and Law Enforcement Officer Shalana Satterwhite. Our school has trained police officers and has partnered with a technology company in order to provide the police traffic stop interactive course to every driver in Ohio. We currently offer the live traffic stop course at our local schools. Training in various subjects of what could happen during a traffic stop, our students are equipped to handle any situation. Our goal is to have the results of this training decrease the number of negative incidents involving law enforcement and our licensed drivers.

After teaching the police traffic stop class for over a year, we are noticing the positive effects it is having on our young drivers. Many of them are taking traffic stops more serious. Our young drivers go through a series of scenarios on what to do when encountering law enforcement. Our research is showing that many of these students are unaware of how to conduct themselves during traffic stops before the our training. Many of them will react if they feel that the officer is being overly aggressive, we teach our student how to handle any situation.